OUR APPLE VARIETIES 2020
AMOROSA
Winter fruit, keeps to store. It is good to eat as such, good as a household
apple as well.
ASFARI
Our newest variety. It has a sweet and sour taste, very good to eat and is also
suitable for desserts.
ATLAS & ANTONOWKA
Household apple varieties of which we have only a small amount.
DISCOVERY
Very popular autumn fruit. It has a slightly sweeter taste that is good to eat as
such but is also suitable for baking, salads and desserts.
GENEVA EARLY
As the name suggests, this is a summer fruit that ripens already in August.
Sweet and sour taste, good to eat as such.
JASPI
Autumn fruit that is good to eat as such. Belongs to the varieties used for
juices.
LOBO
Winter fruit, "Christmas apple" that is good to eat as such but is not so sour. A
variety that is part of our own apple juice.

RAJKA
Winter fruit with good shelf life. Good "Christmas apple", intense and sweet
taste, best eaten as such. This variety gives tasty juice.
RUBINOLA
The most popular winter fruit, good for storage. Sweet and sour and good to
eat, suitable for desserts and pastries. It has extra high vitamin C values and
gives the very best apple must.
RED CINNAMON
Autumn fruit, an old well-known variety. Used in Lepola's cider
(Söderlångvik's own cider consists of a selected mixture of varieties).
SAMO
Early autumn fruit with light color and sweet and sour taste. Suitable as a
household fruit and is one of the varieties found in our apple jam.
TOBIAS
Late autumn fruit that lasts well in stock, and is suitable as an eating and
household apple. This variety is sold in stores on Kimito Island and it is also
used for must.
WINTER CINNAMON
Late autumn fruit, a cross between Lobo and red cinnamon. Good to eat as it
is, suitable as a household apple. Also sold on Kimito Island.
ÅKERÖ
Winter apple, good to eat as such, eat it immediately because it does not hold
up so well in stock. Also a variety that we have only a little of and sell on
special occasions such as the Apple Day.
If you have questions about our apples, please contact head gardener Karin Arfman,
karin.arfman@soderlangvik.fi | Tel. 050 537 0953
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